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On June 20, 2023, the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) voted to terminate the ATV 
Action Plan of EGL Motors, Inc. The termination follows multiple Notices of Violations and EGL’s 
repeated failure to comply with its Action Plan. The company violated requirements on 
advertising to youth and failed to comply with warning and labeling requirements as agreed to 
in its ATV Action Plan. It also violated reporting requirements related to its dealer monitoring 
program.  
 
Under the Consumer Product Safety Act, manufacturers and distributors of ATVs must meet 
certain conditions to legally import and distribute their ATVs in the United States. One of those 
requirements is that the manufacturer or distributor have an ATV Action Plan that has been 
approved by the Commission. EGL’s Action Plan provided for the Commission to terminate the 
Action Plan should EGL fail to comply with their obligations.  
 
By failing to comply with their Action Plan, EGL put children at risk of serious injury or death. As 
a result of its violations, CPSC announced seven recalls of EGL ATVs to address the safety 
hazards caused by its violations.  
 
If EGL wants to continue to import and distribute its products in the United States, the company 
should immediately resolve these issues and apply for a new ATV Action Plan. Today’s 
termination not only protects consumers against EGL’s hazardous practices, but also is a 
warning to other companies that do not take the safety of customers seriously. I thank CPSC’s 
staff who have worked tirelessly on this case. 
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Today, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced the unprecedented 
action of terminating an ATV Action Plan over the manufacturer’s objections.  By terminating 
this plan, CPSC has banned EGL Motor, Inc. (EGL) from selling its ATVs in the United States.  
EGL sold ATVs that did not comply with federal standards and violated its ATV Action Plan.  
EGL’s violations are serious and I do not condone its conduct.   
 
Nevertheless, I voted against termination because the Commission’s action in this case sets a 
consequential precedent that denies the firm – and future parties – due process.  As Supreme 
Court Justice Felix Frankfurter wrote, “[t]he history of liberty has largely been the history of 
observance of procedural safeguards.”  Such safeguards were missing here. 
 
I am concerned about the one-sided nature of this proceeding and the overall lack of a fair and 
impartial adjudicative process.  There was no formal hearing on this matter nor, from my 
perspective, did the Commission base its decision on well-developed record.  I believe I heard 
only one side of the story.  In my view, such a unique and consequential action must include full 
procedural due process, consistent with our other enforcement cases.  What the Commission has 
done in this matter sets future precedent. 
 
Specifically, the Commission alleges that EGL violated various provisions of the ATV standard, 
using these violations as a basis to find the firm can no longer comply with its plan.  I am aware, 
however, that numerous other firms have committed similar violations without Commission 
termination over their objections.  I am also aware that delays are not unique to EGL and other 
firms have been similarly tardy in their reporting.  That EGL would be singled out for a first-of-
its-kind action plan termination underscores the capricious nature of the remedy in this case. 
 
It is not clear to me that CPSC has the legal authority to terminate ATV Action Plans.  The 
Consumer Product Safety Act requires manufacturers to have an ATV Action Plan filed with and 
approved by the Commission.  It says nothing of CPSC’s authority to terminate such plans.  The 
Commission apparently is proceeding under theories of contract law arising from the Action Plan 
itself and inferred authority, without any clear direction from Congress or the courts.  This is 
questionable.  
 



https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/318/332/





 
 


Assuming such legal authority exists, expelling a firm from the U.S. ATV market is the most 
drastic step CSPC can take.  There were other remedies available to hold the firm accountable.  
For example, CPSC could have: (1) suspended the plan without terminating it and quarantined 
the firm’s products at the border; (2) approved a significant civil penalty, which is clearly 
authorized under our statute; or (3) sought to settle charges with an agreement to impose a third-
party monitor at the firm’s expense.  In my view, these options were not adequately assessed.  
 
There will be collateral damage from today’s action.  There are open safety recalls on several of 
EGL’s products.  By forcing the firm from the U.S. market, the Commission could jeopardize the 
availability of remedies, leaving consumers on their own. It could leave other EGL products 
unsupported.  Further, if EGL permanently exits from the market, that would render it effectively 
judgment proof if a consumer were to file suit.  For these reasons, CPSC’s action today is not in 
the best interest of consumers. 








 


 


 
June 26, 2023 
 
Via Mail and Email (Delivery Receipt Requested) 
 
Mr. Jiangzheng Xu 
Mr. Lee Kang 
EGL Motor, Inc. 
1410 E. Holt Blvd. Suite A 
Ontario, CA 91761 
 
Re:  EGL Motor, Inc.: Notice of ATV Action Plan Termination  
 
Dear Mr. Xu and Mr. Kang: 
 
On June 20, 2023, the Consumer Product Safety Commission voted (3-1) to terminate the All-Terrain 
Vehicle (“ATV”) Action Plan of EGL Motor, Inc. (“EGL”). This decision was made consistent with the 
process described in the Amendment and Termination Procedures set forth in EGL Motor, Inc.’s ATV 
Action Plan, which provides: “Commission staff, after providing EGL with notice and an opportunity to 
respond, may recommend termination of the ATV Action Plan” if (1) “EGL fails to comply with the 
obligations of [its] ATV Action Plan,” or (2) “Commission staff determines that EGL can no longer 
comply with the obligations of [its] ATV Action Plan.”   
 
On March 14, 2023, the Commission’s Office of Compliance and Field Operations (“Compliance”) 
notified EGL that it was preparing to recommend that the Commission terminate EGL’s Action Plan 
and provided EGL an opportunity to respond. The March 14 notice explained that EGL has repeatedly 
failed to comply with the requirements of its Action Plan and, based on Compliance’s evaluation, 
cannot meet the obligations of its Action Plan for reasons including that EGL has repeatedly violated 
the mandatory ANSI-SVIA 1-2017 ATV Safety Standard (“ATV Standard”). See 15 U.S.C. 
§ 2089(a)(2); 16 C.F.R. Part 1420. Compliance has sent EGL multiple Notices of Violations, including 
that EGL is not compliant with requirements of its Action Plan (including dealer monitoring, the 
requirement to only recommend, market, advertise or sell ATVs for use under age category/speed 
guidelines specified in the ATV Standard, and to use its best efforts to ensure that its dealers comply 
with the user age recommendation requirements of the ATV Standard) and violated various 
provisions of the ATV Standard (including speed capability requirements, mechanical suspension, 
parking brakes, and handlebars).  
 
The Commission’s decision to terminate your Action Plan based on the grounds stated by 







 


 


Compliance means that it is unlawful for EGL to import into or distribute within the United States any 
new assembled or unassembled ATV. Pursuant to Section 42(a)(3) of the Consumer Product Safety 
Act (“CPSA”), codified at 15 U.S.C. § 2089(a)(3), EGL’s failure to comply with any provision of 
Section 42(a)(2), 15 U.S.C. § 2089(a)(2), shall be deemed a failure to comply with a consumer 
product safety standard under the CPSA and is subject to penalties and other remedies. See 15 
U.S.C. §§ 2069-2070. 
 
Should EGL seek to resume importing or distributing any ATVs into or within the United States, it may 
reapply and seek Commission approval of a new Action Plan.  
  


 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Alberta Mills  
Secretary 
Consumer Product Safety Commission 
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This memorandum was prepared by the CPSC staff. It has not been reviewed  
or approved by, and may not necessarily reflect the views of, the Commission. 


 
 
 
Record of Commission Action      
Commissioners Voting by Ballot* 
 
Commissioners Voting: Chair Alexander D. Hoehn-Saric  
    Commissioner Peter A. Feldman 
    Commissioner Richard Trumka Jr. 
    Commissioner Mary T. Boyle 


   
 
ITEM: 
 
Draft Notice to Implement Termination of ATV Action Plan of EGL Motor, Inc.  
(Briefing Package dated June 22, 2023, OS No. 0225) 
 
 
DECISION: 
 
The Commission voted (3-0-1) to approve the Notice of ATV Action Plan Termination of EGL 
Motor, Inc., as drafted. 
 
Chair Hoehn-Saric, Commissioners Trumka and Boyle voted to approve the Notice of ATV 
Action Plan Termination of EGL Motor, Inc., as drafted. 
 
Commissioner Feldman refrained from voting on the Notice of ATV Action Plan Termination of 
EGL Motor, Inc. because of a previous vote dissenting from the original decision (Docket OS 
#0223). 


 
For the Commission: 


 
 
 
      Alberta E. Mills 
      Secretary 
 
 
*Time Critical ballot vote due by 5:00 p.m., June 23, 2023.   
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This memorandum was prepared by the CPSC staff. It has not been reviewed  
or approved by, and may not necessarily reflect the views of, the Commission. 


 
 


 
 


 
Record of Commission Action      
Commissioners Voting by Ballot* 
 
Commissioners Voting: Chair Alexander D. Hoehn-Saric  
    Commissioner Peter A. Feldman 
    Commissioner Richard Trumka Jr. 
    Commissioner Mary T. Boyle 


   
 
ITEM: 
 
Recommendation to Terminate ATV Action Plan of EGL Motor Corp.   
(Briefing package dated June 7, 2023, OS No. 0223) 
 
 
DECISION: 
 
The Commission voted (3-1) to terminate EGL Motor, Inc.’s ATV Action Plan. 
 
Chair Hoehn-Saric, Commissioners Trumka and Boyle voted to terminate EGL Motor, Inc’s ATV 
Action Plan.  
 
Commissioner Feldman voted to not terminate EGL Motor, Inc.’s ATV Action Plan. 
 
 


For the Commission: 
 
 
 
 
      Alberta E. Mills 
      Secretary 
 
 
*Ballot vote due June 20, 2023. 
(Commissioner Feldman extended the vote due date from June 14 to June 20, 2023).   
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 CPSC requires ATV companies to check on their dealers to make sure they’re not selling 
high-speed ATVs to young kids.  Young kids are still learners when it comes to riding ATVs, 
and they get seriously hurt when accidents happen at high speeds.  CPSC also incorporates a few 
minimal safety requirements for ATVs, drawn from the voluntary standard that industry wrote 
for itself.  By law, to import, distribute, or sell ATVs in America, companies need to file and 
follow an “ATV Action Plan” that binds them to abide by those simple rules.  But EGL 
repeatedly broke the rules, including allowing its dealers to sell high-speed ATVs to young kids 
and violating the general safety rules for ATVs.  Many warnings later, and with ample time to 
course correct, EGL kept doing the same things.  The Commission determined that more warning 
and waiting would not be effective at bringing EGL into compliance and protecting consumers.  
We terminated EGL’s Action Plan, preventing them from importing or selling ATVs.  
 


I see reports of fatal ATV incidents almost every day.  The Commission can and must do 
more to protect riders, especially young kids, from death-by-ATV.  I am encouraged by today’s 
action—the Commissioners who voted to terminate EGL’s Action Plan have shown true 
commitment to protecting consumers.  


 
  





